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Bach Chorale Examples 

Major key examples 

In the module Composition to a brief: brief 1—chorales you will be expected to write chorale in the style of J.S. Bach. This 

exercise helps you to understand functional harmony and notes of melodic decoration. These skills can be transferred to your 

analytical and composition skills so they provide a good workout for your general musicianship. No matter what your level on 

the piano, you should try to learn to play these chorales so you can get a feel for the sound of them. This will help improve 

your ability to write them in the long run!  

Interesting fact: The ‘pauses’ written in the score don’t mean you 

have to hold on the note, it actually marks the end of each phrase. 

It is the end of phrases which you will first get used to harmonis-

ing in class—these final chords are referred to as cadences. 

Don’t worry, you won’t be expected to write anything as 

complicated as this at the start of the course! You will 

slowly build the skills to achieve the level required. It 

takes a lot of effort but it’s very satisfying hearing a 

good chorale that you wrote! 
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Minor key examples 
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Writing Extended Answers  (5 and 10 marks) 

 

• Make sure every sentence you write has a point and don’t repeat yourself.  

• Make your point very clearly and provide robust evidence—don’t be wooly! 

 

Read the model answers below to see how you should write these and 5 and 10 mark questions.  
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Mark Scheme 
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Essay Writing Help for Section C 

Some tips for writing the essay in section C: 

• Structure  

 

Introduction      =  Tell them what you are going to tell them 

Main                   =  Tell them 

Conclusion         =  Tell them what you told them 

 

 

• Spend 5 minutes of your available 40 minutes doing a plan. Think of which artists and which songs you will 

mention and note as much evidence as you can. This will make sure you don’t ramble on! 

 

• Make sure every sentence you write has a point and don’t repeat yourself.  

• Make you point very clearly and provide robust evidence—don’t be wooly! See below. 

 

 

 

A clear point = The use of studio techniques is very apparent in this song, evidenced through the use of filter 

sweeps in the build up to the chorus at 00:30 on the words ‘once again’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A woolly point = The use of studio techniques is very apparent because the song uses electronic sound e.g. the syn-

thesiser and echo effects. 

It’s very obvious that you know where this occurs so the examiner can 

check it. You know the technical name of the studio effect (filter sweep), 

the part of the song in which it occurs (chorus), timing (00:30) and the lyr-

ic. This would be a dream response to read. 

Electronic sounds? It has it’s place but 

here it sounds too general. We are look-

ing at way of altering sound rather than 

producing it. 

The synthesiser is an elec-

tronic instrument, not a 

studio effect. This shows 

the writer is confused by 

the term ‘studio effect’. 

Echo may well occur in the song but 

the correct technical term is ‘reverb’. 

Example question: Comment on the use of studio techniques in songs by two set artists. 

Read the essay over the page to see a high grade response to the given question. How do you think it 

could be improved? 
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Mark Scheme 


